External monitoring of buried radial forearm free flaps in hypopharyngeal reconstruction.
The radial forearm free flap (RFFF) is one of the optimal choices for hypopharyngeal reconstruction. Our series demonstrates that the technique of an indicator flap for the monitoring of the buried flap is simple, reliable, and inexpensive. The condition of the indicator flap can be easily interpreted by the physicians and the nursing staff. Therefore, the success rate of this microsurgical reconstruction may be improved. The RFFF is increasingly applied in reconstruction of the hypopharynx after radical resection for advanced hypopharyngeal cancer. However, postoperative monitoring of the buried free flap is extremely difficult. We designed a small external component as an indicator flap to monitor the perfusion of the buried vascular pedicle. Eight consecutive patients with hypopharyngeal cancer underwent radical surgery and hypopharyngeal reconstruction using RFFF at the Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center between January 2005 and January 2007. The indicator flap was sutured to the surface of the neck for postoperative monitoring. All of the indicator flaps remained viable. One patient experienced vascular compromise and was successfully salvaged. The success rate of the buried flaps was 100%. Pharyngocutaneous fistula occurred in one patient. All patients resumed an oral diet eventually.